Marie Antoinette was a child of fourteen when her mother, the Empress of Austria, arranged for her to leave her family and her country to become the wife of the fifteen-year-old Dauphin, the future King of France. Coming of age in the most public of arenas—eager to be a good wife and strong queen—she warmly embraces her adopted nation and its citizens. She shows her new husband nothing but love and encouragement, though he repeatedly fails to consummate their marriage and in so doing is unable to give what she and the people of France desire most: a child and an heir to the throne. Deeply disappointed and isolated in her own intimate circle, and apart from the social life of the court, she allows herself to remain ignorant of the country's growing economic and political crises, even as poor harvests, bitter winters, war debts, and poverty precipitate rebellion and revenge. The young queen, once beloved by the common folk, becomes a target of scorn, cruelty, and hatred as she, the court's nobles, and the rest of the royal family are caught up in the nightmarish violence of a murderous time called the Terror.

With penetrating insight and with wondrous narrative skill, Sena Jeter Naslund offers an intimate, fresh, heartbreaking, and dramatic reimagining of this truly compelling woman that goes far beyond popular myth—and she makes a bygone time of tumultuous change as real to us as the one we are living in now.

My Personal Review:
I knew I would love this book when I started it, but when I was finished I loved it a thousand times more. The book accurately depicts the life of Marie Antoinette, all that the public saw and perhaps some intimate moments never yet proved. You really do feel for the queen, the pains she suffered, the neglect of her bashful husband, her mother's hurtful nagging at not consumimating her marriage, the resentment of many of the French
courtiers, and the eventual hatred of the people of France. I also loved how many chapters were used for the real correspondance between herself and others, particularly her mother. For anyone who knows the history and still despises the queen you must read Marie Antoinette: The Journey by Antonia Fraser, then this one. I guarantee your opinion of her will change. READ IT EVERYONE!
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